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What is Sustainable Development?

Sustainable developmeni is not a new concept. It is the latest expression of a long-standing ethic involving people's
relationship with the environment, and the current generation's responsibilities to future generations

For a community to be truly sustainable, it must adopt a thrcc-pronged approach that considers economic,
environmental and cultural resources. Communities must consider these needs not only in the short fcrm. bill also in the

long term.

Here are some common descriptions of sustainable development:

"Sustainable development meets tiic needs of the present without compromising (he ability of future

generations to meet their own needs." - United Nations World Commission on Environment and

Development

"Then I say the earth belongs to each . . . generation during its course, fully and in its own right, no

generation can contract debts greater than may be paid during (he course of its own existence." -

Thomas Jefferson, September 6, 1789

"Suslainability refers to the ability of a society, ecosystem, or any such ongoing system to continue

functioning into the indefinite future without being forced into decline through exhaustion ofkc>

resources." - Rohert Gilman, President of Context Institute

"A sustainable community effort consists of a long-term, integrated, systems approach lo developing jind

achieving a healthy community by jointly addressing economic, environmental, and social issues.

Fostering a strong sense of community and building partnerships and consensus among key stakeholders

are also important elements of such efforts

"The focus and scale of sustainability efforts depend on local conditions, including resources, politics.

individual actions, and the unique features of the community. The sustainable communities approach has

been applied to issues as varied as urban sprawl, inner-city and brownfield redevelopment, economic

development and growth, ecosystem management, agriculture, biodiversity, green buildings, energy

conservation, watershed management, and pollution prevention. Many of these issues and other

community problems cannot easily be addressed by traditional approaches or traditional elements within

our society. Many people feel it is better to address such problems through a more collaborative and

holistic systems approach because such problems are diffuse, mullidisciplinary. multiagency.

multistakeholdcr and multisector in nature." - Beth E. Luchman, Critical Technologies Institute,

"Unking Sustainable Community Activities to Pollution Prevention: A Source-book," April 1997.
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"Sustainability is the [emerging] doctrine that economic growth and development must take place, and be
maintained over time, within the limits set by ecology in the broadest sense - by the interrelations of
human beings and their works, the biosphere and the physical and chemical laws that govern it... It

follows that environmental protection and economic development are complementary rather than

antagonistic processes." - William D. Ruckelshaus, "Toward a Sustainable World," Scientific

American, September 1989.

"The word sustainable has roots in the Latin subtenir, meaning 'to hold up' or 'to support from below.' A
community must be supported from below - by its inhabitants, present and future. Certain places, through

the peculiar combination of physical, cultural, and, perhaps, spiritual characteristics, inspire people to

care for their community. Theses are the places where sustainability has the best chance of taking hold."

- Muscoe Martin, "A Sustainable Community Profile," from Places, Winter 1995.

Comments & Questions j Suggest a Resource
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What is Sustainable Development?

An Interdisciplinary Science

What is Sustainable Development? We should begin to answer that by saying that sustainable development is an

interdisciplinary science and by thinking about what that means.

Sigma Xi began a little over 100 years ago as a professional organization for scientists from all disciplines. It was

conceived as a forum for exchange ofideas and findings from the fledgling disciplines that were around at that

time. In the 100+ years that have elapsed since then, Sigma Xi's basic purpose hasn't changed, but our subject

* matter has certainly evolved. The sciences evolved into complex groups with their own professional

organizations, and a plethora of subspecialties. We've also seen the advent and evolution ofthe social sciences,

which have followed the same path. About 10 to 15 years ago, it was not unusual for scientists to observe that

we became so specialized that it was very difficult to communicate outside our specialty areas, and that we had

a veritable Tower ofBabel on our hands.

In the last decade and hal£ however, there have been some important turns of events. Scientific specialties have

been reorganizing into interdisciplinary teams and organizations. We've discovered that the solutions to problems

that societies care the most about are difficult, complex, and require input from a variety ofknowledge areas.

The problems take different forms depending on what area ofthe world one is viewing from. Having defined

what some ofthose subject areas might be, and some ofthe geographic complexities ofthe situations, the next

formidable task is to get the diverse subject matter experts together in one place. "One place" could mean real

space-time, such as the CASX Forum, or it could mean asynchronous time through internet communications.

Sustainable Development

The subject matter ofSustainable Development is composed ofcontributions from ecology, economics,

anthropology, sociology and psychology, and computer science. Its repertoire is bolstered by other

interdisciplinary work such as system science and nonlinear dynamics; chaos, catastrophe, and complexity

theory are showing up regularly in the literature 1. The concept of sustainable development dates back to the

early 1970s, and the Chib ofRome report, Limits to Growth, was probably the cornerstone piece ofliterature

that got the whole freight train rolling2. The United Nations Earth Summit in Rio de Janeiro, 1992, is seen as the

major event that organized coordinated efforts of scientists and social service organizations. Perhaps United

Nations' Agenda 21 is the most comprehensive list ofjobs undone by the world community3.

So far Sustainable Development does not have a core theory from which everything else proceeds. Rather, it

lives by an open-textured definition, and is defined by the topics researchers have an opportunity to delve into.

A core theory may be on its way soon, however.

Does it have a set of principles to which scientists and social activist organizations agree? Tom Abeles started a

discussion on that very subject on SustainabilityNet this past year. We seem to agree on the notion offeir

distribution of the earth's resources, but agreements break down when we consider what "fair" actually means.

Are there criteria that tell us when sustainability has been reached? The UN has a project team working on that

subject right now. Some definitions are centered around food supply, but food is not the only concern ofhuman

society. After the definition, the next challenge is to operationalize those definitions into scientifically sound

principles. Does sustainability really exist, or are we kidding ourselves? At the first CASX Forum, I made the

http://csf.colorado.edu/casx/whatjs.html I/I 3/00 Harm
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point that Sustainable Development is an oxymoron. 'Development" implies instability and change. "Sustainable"

implies a notion ofequilibrium. The question then becomes: Is there at which development - here meaning the

evolution ofsociety in its one-directional arrow oftime — can continue, and societies still maintain stable

relationships with the biosphere and geosphere and not deplete their potential resources? At the second CASX

Forum, Mohammed Dore4 presented his work in mathematical economics showing that indeed there is such an

equilibrium that simultaneously satisfies the needs ofdevelopment and resource preservation. We called it the S-

point for the remainder ofthe afternooa
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Sustainability: From Concept to Practice
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Nature is reacting to the activities of industrial societies in unanticipated and surprising ways. The
prospect of global climate change, the thinning of stratospheric ozone, the increasing acidification of
rain, snow, and even large bodies or water, and the steady decline in biodiversity have all been linked to

the spread of industrial development. Yet the predominant view until recently has been that human
activity had little, if any, determinative role in the natural order. Instead, "nonliving forces like volcanic

eruptions, severe storms, drought, and even drifting continents" were thought to cause global change [1].

Now scientists are increasingly persuaded of the critical impact of human activities on the natural order.
Nicholas Schakleton, a climatologist at Cambridge University, has suggested that industrial impacts on

the environment have resulted in our "going outside what nature has experienced in the recent past

500,000 years" {New York Times, Jan. 16, 1990). While the precise magnitude arid order will remain the

subject of much debate, it is increasingly recognized that the effect is sizable and, in many instances,

destructive.

This special issue ofIEEE Technology and Society Magazine takes up the challenge of articulating an

alternative technological pathway that can improve society's relationship with the natural environment.

The new pathway draws upon one of the most important ideas of the late twentieth century: sustainable

development. Thanks to the 1987 report Our Common Future, authored by the World Commission on

Environment and Development (WCED) [2], and the 1992 Earth Summit in Rio de Janeiro, Brazil [3],

the concept of sustainable development has become the standard bearer for efforts to redefine technology

and society in more environmentally thoughtful, conserving, and equitable ways. Contributors to this

issue are participants in a worldwide initiative to move the concept of sustainable development from an

insightful way of thinking to a mode of social practice.

For nearly 25 years, natural and social scientists, development planners, and technologists have worked

vigorously to hone the concept [4]. The contemporary effort can be dated from the 1972 book, The Limits

to Growth, issued by the Club of Rome [5]. Using projections of existing growth rates in population and

the consumption of natural resources, the volume concluded that humanity would reach the material

limits of several key resources by the mid-twenty-first century and exhaust the "carrying capacity" of the
planet. While criticized by many for its neo-Malthusian assumptions, the book nonetheless brought into

focus problems in nature-society relations which, if ignored, could be ecologically and socially costly.

Picking up on the idea of carrying capacity, the International Union for the conservation of Nature and

Natural Resources published its 1980 report, World Conservation Strategy [6]. With this document, the

argument moved beyond the issue of physical, finite limits to include the delicate, diverse, and evolving

web of life. Living within our means would require, according to the International Union, not only a

recognition of material limits but the conservation of species, habitats, and their interactions. Our
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challenge became ecological as well as material.

Alongside this work, two United Nations sponsored commissions headed by, respectively, former West

German Chancellor Willy Brandt and former Swedish Prime Minister Olav Palme, criticized the highly

unequal pattern of development that had emerged in the post-World War II period. Reports of both

commissions [7], [8] urged the world community to commit itself to eliminate absolute poverty and to
establish an explicit strategy to achieve parity in economic development by the twenty-first century.

These two threads of concern, ecological balance and social equity, were joined by the WCED in its

definition of sustainable development [2, p.8]:

Humanity has the ability to make development sustainable - to ensure that it meets the needs of the

present without compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own needs. The ,

concept...does imply limits » not absolute limits, but limits imposed by the present state of technology

and social organization on environmental resources and by the ability of the biosphere to absorb the
effects of human activities...The Commission believes that widespread poverty is no longer inevitable. #

Poverty is not only an evil in itself, but sustainable development requires meeting the basic needs of all

and extending to all the opportunity to fulfill their aspirations for a better life. A world in which poverty

is endemic will always be prone to ecological and other catastrophes.

The commission summoned the scientific, technological, business, and political leadership of our era to

turn sustainability into a reality, declaring that "technology and social organization can be both managed

and improved to make way for a new era" [2, p. 8].

At the Earth Summit, the world community began the process of operationalizing the WCED's idea of

sustainability. A pledge was secured from wealthy countries to slow down greenhouse gas emissions.
North and South agreed to take steps to reverse the decline in biodiversity. And nations committed

themselves to forge new development partnerships that meet social needs as an integral part of the

agenda to restore ecological balance [3].

Many voices have praised accomplishments to date in the arena of sustainable development. Certainly,

praise is due those who have brought forward new technologies and modes of social organization that

reduce materials use, minimize waste generation and advance our utilization of renewable resources. Yet,

a basic question remains: will we actually accept the need to live within our environmental means and do

so equitably? Will we, for example, translate resource savings into lower consumption among wealthy

countries and the elimination of poverty? Or, will we spend such savings on new "needs" in high-

consumption societies and thereby deepen long-term ecological and social unsustainability? This issue

cannot be resolved by technological or organizational "fixes."

When confronted with this problem, all too often environmentalists and technologists alike respond with

appeals to manage our natural and social resources better. But this, ultimately, is not an answer. It holds

out hope that we can use and consume more by being more efficient. In fact, the WCED falls into

precisely this trap when it promises that the new era will be one of growth as a result of improved social

and ecological management.

As Herman Daly has noted, this merely perpetuates an oxymoron, the idea of "sustainable growth" [9, p.

45]:

The Earth's ecosystem develops (evolves), but does not grow. Its subsystem, the economy, must eventually

stop growing, but can continue to develop. The term 'sustainable development' therefore makes sense for

the economy, but only if it is understood as 'development without growth'...Currently the term y

'sustainable development' is used as a synonym for the oxymoronic 'sustainable growth.' It must be saved

from this perdition.

True sustainability requires the recognition that we cannot grow endlessly to meet our needs. We must,

instead, develop within our ecological means, meeting the needs of the present and future equitably.
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INDICATORS

OF

SUSTAINABILITY

"... trying to run a complex society on a single indicator like the Gross National Product is literally like
tryingtoflya 747with only one gauge on the instrument panel... imagine ifyour doctor, when giving

you a checkup, did no more than checkyour bloodpressure."

Hazel Henderson

Paradigms of Progress

INTRODUCTION | WHAT ARE INDICATORS OF SUSTAINABILITY? | INDICATORS IN ACTION | OTHER
RESOURCES

Introduction

The well-being of a community or nation can be measured in many ways. Traditional measurements often analyze a

single issue by itself, such as the number of new jobs in a particular community.

But such an approach is one-dimensional, and does not reveal the quality of those jobs or their impact on the local
economy. More meaningful than simply new jobs, measuring the number of children living in poverty indicates the

relationship of social health to local economic performance.

New measurements called "Indicators of Sustainability" are designed to provide information for understanding and

enhancing the relationships between the economic, energy use, environmental, and social elements inherent in long-

term sustainability.

Indicators serve as valuable tools for profiling local energy consumption patterns as a sustainability benchmark.
Communities such as Seattle. San Francisco, and Toronto are using indicators to gather and evaluate information on

both current energy use and future alternatives for the residential, commercial, industrial and transportation sectors.

This information is vital in planning for and managing the energy resources that will support sustainable development.

What are Indicators of Sustainability?

The role of an indicator is to make complex systems understandable or perceptible. An effective indicator or set of

indicators helps a community determine where it is, where it is going, and how far it is from chosen goals. Indicators of

Sustainability examine a community's long-term viability based on the degree to which its economic, environmental,

and social systems are efficient and integrated.
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To measure the degree of efficiency and integration, a set of numerous indicators is often required. These indicators can

incorporate several broad categories such as Economy, Environment, Society/Culture, Government/Politics, Resource

Consumption, education, Health, Housing Quality of Life, Population, Public Safety, Recreation, and Transportation.

Examples of indicators currently in use from several of these categories include:

• Economy

o Income: Distribution of Jobs and Income

o Business: Percentage of wages earned within a community also spent within the community

o Training; Employer payroll dedicated to continuing training/education

• Environment

o Air: CO2 emissions from transportation sources

o Drinking Water: Percentage reduction in drinking water supplies from 1990

o Land Use: Percentage of development occurring annually within an urban area

• Resource Use

o Energy: Percentage energy used from renewable sources

o Hazardous Materials: Consumption of pesticides

o Water: Number of gallons of water saved through leak repair

• Society/Culture

o Abuse: Child abuse/neglect/abandonment

o Diversity: Racism perception

o Volunteerism: Volunteer rate for sustainability activities

These sample indicators were drawn from a compilation by author Maureen Hart in her book "Guide to Sustainable

Community Indicators." Ms. Hart's Indicators web site is a wonderful source for insightful definitions, a comprehensive

list of sample indicators, characteristics of effective indicators, data sources, and other valuable information.

The usefulness and accuracy of Indicators of Sustainability depends on their ability to create a "snapshot" of the

community's economic, environmental, and social systems. Choosing the appropriate indicators and developing a

program is a large-scale process requiring collaboration between many sectors including government agencies, the

public, research institutions, civic and environmental groups, and business. The indicator programs profiled in the

Indicators in Action offer a wealth of information on the process of indicator program development, rationale for

specific indicator selection, and the ongoing challenges communities face in indicator implementation.

Comments & Questions \ Suggest a Resource
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Sustainable Development Principles

Principles of a sustainable society

a principle from IUCN, UNEP, and WWF

Citation: IUCN, UNEP, and WWF. "Principles of a sustainable society" Caring for the Earth: A strategy for

sustainable living. - p. 129-31. In Principles of environmental conservation and sustainable development:

summary and survey : a study in the field of international law and related international reports : revised April

1996. bv Steven C. Rockefeller. San Jose, Costa Rica: Earth Charter Project. Earth Council, 1996.

IUCN. UNEP. and WWF "Principles of a sustainable society".

Principles of Environmental Conservation and Sustainable Development:

Summary and Survey

Prepared for the Earth Charter Project

bv Sieve C. Rockefeller

Principles of a Sustainable Society, Caring for the Earth: A Strategy for Sustainable Living, (IUCN, UNEP,

WWF, 1991)

Living sustainably depends on accepting a duty to seek harmony with other people and with nature. The

guiding rules arc that people must share with each other and care for the Earth. Humanity must lake no more

from nature than nature can replenish. This in turn means adopting life-styles and development paths that

respect and work within nature's limits. It can be done without rejecting the many benefits that modern

technology has brought, provided that technology also works within those limits. This Strategy is about a

new approach to the future, not a return to the past.

The principles of a sustainable society are interrelated and mutually supporting. Of those listed below, the

first is the founding principle providing the ethical base for the others. The next four define the criteria that

should be met, and the lasl four directions to be taken in working towards a sustainable society al the

individual, local, national and international levels. The principles arc:

1. Respect and care for the community of life.

This principle reflects the duty of care for other people and other forms of life, now and in the future. It is an

ethical principle. It means that development should not be at the expense of other groups or later generations.

We should aim to share fairly the benefits and costs of resource use and environmental conservation among

different communities and interest groups, among people who are poor and those who are affluent, and

between our generation and those who will come after us.

All life on earth is part of one great interdependent system, which influences and depends on the non-living

components of the planet - rocks, soils, waters and air. Disturbing one part of this biosphere can affeel the

whole. Just as human societies are interdependent and future generations are affected by our prcsenl actions.

so the world of nature is increasingly dominated by our behaviour. It is a matter of ethics as well as

practicality to manage development so that it does not threaten the survival of other species or eliminate their

habitats. While our survival depends on the use of other species, we need not and should not use them cruelly

or wastefully.

2. Improve the quality of human life

http://iisdl iisd.ca/sd/principle.asp?pid=57&display=zl hamel
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The real aim of development is to improve the quality of human life. It is a process that enables human

beings to realize their potential, build self-confidence and lead lives of dignity and fulfillment. Economic

growth is an important component of development, but it cannot be a goal in itself, nor can it go on

indefinitely. Although people differ in the goals that they would set for development, some are virtually

universal. These include a long and healthy life, education, access to the resources needed for a decent

J standard of living, political freedom, guaranteed human rights, and freedom from violence. Development is

real only if it makes our lives better in all these respects.

3. Conserve the Earth's vitality and diversity

Conservation-based development needs to include deliberate action to protect the structure, functions and

diversity of the world's natural systems, on which our species utterly depends. Tins requires us to:

Conserve life-support systems. These are the ecological processes that keep the planet fit for life. They share

climate, cleanse air and water, regulate water flow, recycle essential elements, create and regenerate soil, and

enable ecosystems to renew themselves;

Conserve biodiversity. This includes not only all species of plants, animals and other organisms, but also the

range of genetic stocks within each species, and the variety of ecosystems:

Ensure that uses of renewable resources are sustainable. Renewable resources include soil, wild and

domesticated organisms, forests, rangelands, cultivated land, and the marine and freshwater ecosystems that

support fisheries. A use is sustainable if it is within the resource's capacity for renewal.

4. Minimize the depiction of non-renewable resources

Minerals, oil, gas and coal arc effectively non-renewable. Unlike plants, fish or soil, they cannot be used
sustainably. However, their "life" can be extended, for example, by recycling, by using less of a resource to

make a particular product, or by switching tojrenewable substitutes where possible. Widespread adoption of

such practices is essential if the Earth lsTosustaifrbillions^more people in future, and give everyone life of

decent quality.

5. Keep within the earth's carrying capacity

Precise definition is difficult, but there are finite limits to the "carrying capacity" of the Earth's ecosystems -

to the impacts that they and the biosphere as a whole can withstand without dangerous deterioration. The

liimts vary from region to region, and the impacts depend on how many people there are and how much food,

water, energy and raw materials each uses and wastes. A few people consuming a lot can cause as much

\ /damage as a lot of people consuming a little. Policies that bring human numbers and life-styles into balance

v with nature's capacity must be developed alongside technologies thai enhance that capacity by careful

management.

6. Change personal attitudes and practices

To adopt the ethic for living sustainably, people must re-examine their values and later their behaviour.

Society must promote values that support the new ethnic and discourage those that are incompatible with a

f / sustainable way of life. Information must be disseminated through formal and informal educational systems
\y so that the polices and actions needed for the survival and well-being of the world's societies can be

explained and understood.

7. Enable communities to care for their own environments.

Most of the creative and productive activities of individuals or groups take place in communities.

Communities and citizens1 groups provide the most readily accessible means for people to take socially

valuable action as well as to express their concerns. Properly mandated, empowered and informed,

communities can contribute to decisions that affect them and play an indispensable part in creating a

securely-based sustainable society.

8. Provide a national framework for integrating development and conservation.

http://iisdl .iisd.ca/sd/principle.asp?pid=57&display=l hamel
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All societies need a foundation of information and knowledge, a framework of law and institutions, and
consistent economic and social policies if they are to advance in a rational way. A national programme for
achieving sustainabilily should involve all interests, and seek to identify and prevent problems before they
arise. It must be adaptive, continually redirecting its course in response to experience and to new needs.

National measures should:

- treat each region as an integrated system, taking account of the interactions among land, air. water,

organisms and human activities;

\/

- recognize that each system influences and is influenced by larger and smaller systems - whether ecological

/economic, social or political;

- consider people as the central clement in the system, evaluating the social, economic, technical and political

factors that affect how they use natural resources;

- relate economic policy to environmental carrying capacity;

- increase the benefits obtained from each stock of resources

- promote technologies that use resources more efficiently

IS

/- ensure that resource users pay the full social costs of the benefits they enjoy.

9. Create a global alliance

No nation today is self-sufficient. If we are to achieve global sustainabifity, a firm alliance must be

established among all countries. The levels of development in the world are unequal, and the lower-income

countries must be helped to develop sustainably and protect (heir environments. Global and shared resources,

especially the atmosphere, oceans and shared ecosystems, can be managed only on the basis of common

purpose and resolve. The ethic of care applies at the international as well as the national and individual

levels All nations stand to gain from worldwide sustailiability and arc threatened if we fail to attain it.

http://iisdl.iisd.ca/sd/principle.asp?pid=57&display=l hamel
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or Su^t^na

Sustainable Development Principles

Summary of proposed legal principles for environmental protection and sustainable

development
a principle from World Commission on Environment and Development Experts Group on Environmental

Law

Citation: World Commission on Environment and Development Experts Group on Environmental Law.

"Summary of proposed legal principles for environmental protection and sustainable development." - p.128.

In Principles of environmental conservation and sustainable development: summary and survey : a study in

the field of international law and related international reports : revised April 1996, by Steven C. Rockefeller.

San Jose, Costa Rica: Earth Charter Project, Earth Council, 1996.

World Commission on Environment and Development Experts

Group on Environmental Law. "Summary of proposed legal principles for environmental protection and

sustainable development"

Principles of Environmental Conservation and Sustainable Development:

Summary and Survey

Summary of Proposed Legal Principles for Environmental Protection and Sustainable Development Adopted

by the WCED Experts Groups on Environmental Law

General Principles, Rights and Responsibilities

Fundamental Human Right:

1. All human beings have the fundamental right to an environment adequate for their health and well-being.

Inter-Generational Equity:

2. States shall conserve and use the environment and natural resources for the benefit of present and future

generations.

Conservation and Sustainable Use:

3. States shall maintain ecosystems and ecological processes essential for the functioning of the biosphere,

shall preserve biological diversity, and shall observe the principle of optimum sustajnabjp yield in the use of

living natural resources and ecosystems.

Environmental Standards and Monitoring:

4. States shall establish adequate environmental protection standards and monitor changes in and publish

relevant data on environmental quality and resource use.

Prior Environmental Assessments:

5. States shall make or require prior environmental assessments or proposed activities which may

significantly affect the environment or use of a natural resource.

Prior Notification, Access and Due Process

6. Sates shall inform in a timely manner all persons likely to be significantly affected by a planned activity

and to grant them equal access and due process in administrative and judicial proceedings.

Sustainable Development and Assistance

7. States shall ensure that conservation is treated as an integral part of the planning and implementation of
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development activities and provide assistance to other States, especially to developing countries, in support of

environmental protection and sustainable development.

General Obligation to Co-operate

8. States shall co-operate in good faith with other States in implementing the preceding rights and

obligations.
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Sustainable Development Principles

Proposed benchmark principles of sustainable development

a principle from International NGO Forum (Rio de Janeiro, 1992)

Citation: "Proposed Benchmark Principles of Sustainable Development prepared for an Expert Group
Meeting on Identification of Principles in International Law of Sustainable Development. Geneva. 26-28
September 1995 " - p 136. In Principles of environmental conservation and sustainable development:

summary and survey : a study in the field of international law and related international reports : revised April
1996 by Steven C. Rockefeller. San Jose, Costa Rica: Earth Charter Project. Earth Council, 1996.

Proposed Benchmark Principles of Sustainable Development

Principles of Environmental Conservation and Sustainable Development:

Summary and Survey

Prepared for the Earth Charier Project

by Steve C. Rockefeller

Proposed Benchmark Principles of Sustainable Development prepared for an Expert Group Meeting on _
Identification of Principles in International Law for Sustainable Development. Geneva. Sept. 26-28. 199:>

A. Principles of Interrelationship and Integration

Principles of interrelationship

Principle of combating and eradicating poverty

Principle of reducing and eliminating unsustainable consumption and production patterns

Principle of making trade and environmental mutually supportive

B. Principles of Development

Principle of the right to development

Principle of intcrgcnerational equity

Principle of global partnership

subprinciplc of transfer of financial resources

subprinciple of transfer of technology

subprinciplc of strengthening capacity-building

Principle special situation of developing countries, small island developing states and countries with

economies in transition

Principle of the right to a healthy environment

Principle of the common concern of humankind

C. Principles of Governance

Principle of sovereignly over natural resources

Principle of participation

Principle of effective access to the judiciary

Principle of peaceful settlement of disputes

Principle of equity

D. Principles Underlying Environmental Protection
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Principle of transboundary environmental effects

subprinciple of prior notification and consultation

subprinciple on emergency notification

Principle of the use of transboundary natural resources

Principle of environmental impact assessment (EIA) requirement

Principle of liability and compensation

subprinciple of state responsibility

Precautionary principle

Principle of preventive action

Polluter pays principle

Principle of sustainable use of natural resources
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Sustainable Development Principles

Principles of sustainable development

a principle from United Kingdom Secretaries of State for the Environment, et al.

Citation: United Kingdom Secretaries of State for the Environment et al. "Principles of sustainable

development." - p. 32-4. In Sustainable development: the UK strategy. London: HMSO, 1994.

SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT

THE UK STRATEGY

Presented to Parliament by the Secretaries of State for the Environment and for Foreign and Commonwealth
Affairs, the Chancellor of the Exchequer, the President of the Board of Trade, the Secretaries of State for

Transport, Defence, National Heritage and Employment, the Chancellor of the Duchy of Lancaster, the
Secretaries of State for Scotland, Northern Ireland, Education and Health, the Minister for Agriculture,

Fisheries and Food, the Secretary of State for Wales and the Minister for Overseas Development by

Command for Her Majesty.

January 1994

CHAPTER 3

PRINCIPLES OF SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT

INTRODUCTION

3.1 Most societies aspire to achieve economic development to secure rising standards of living, both for

themselves and for future generations. They also seek to protect and enhance their environment, now and for

their children. Reconciling these two aspirations is at the heart of sustainable development. This chapter

analyses the concept of sustainable development. This chapter analyses the concept of sustainable

development and sets out some of the basic principles which need to be applied in order to secure it.

3.2 The debate is often presented in terms of a conflict between economic activity and the environment, as if

it is only possible to pursue one at the expense of the other. But this is mistaken: economic activity and the

state of the environment both affect the qualify of life. Often economic investment and environmental

protection - or improvement - go hand in hand. What matters is that decisions throughout society are taken

with proper regard to their environmental impact.

THE NEED FOR ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT

3.3 Economic development is sought by societies not only to satisfy basic material needs, but also to provide

the resources to improve the quality of life in other directions, meeting the demand for health care, education

and a good environment.

3.4 Many forms of economic development make demands upon the environment: they use natural resources

which are sometimes in limited supply, and generate by-products of pollution and waste.

3.5 But there are also many ways in which the right kind of economic activity can protect or enhance the

environment. These include energy efficiency measures, improved technology and techniques of

management, better product design and marketing, waste minimisation, environmentally friendly farming
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practices, making better use of land and buildings, and improved transport efficiency. The challenge of

sustainable development is to promote ways of encouraging this kind of environmentally friendly economic

activity, and of discouraging environmentally damaging activities.

CARING FOR THE ENVIRONMENT

3.6 There are several different reasons for caring about environmental quality.

3.7 Historically, in the UK and elsewhere, the motivation for much of the early environmental legislation was

concern for the protection of health. That led to measures to curb air pollution, provide clean water, and

minimise risks from waste disposal. Many of the major, obvious causes for concern about public health have

largely been eradicated in the UK but health must always remain a fundamental consideration. Acute health

incidents as a result of pollution are now comparatively rare, and public concern centres more on issues

where cause and effect are harder to prove or disprove. For example, it is not easy to assess the possible

effects on health of long-term exposure to low levels of pollutants, and extensive studies may be needed in

such cases to establish what the dangers are.

3.8 A second concern is to conserve those common natural resources that have an economic value and which

are in finite, or potentially finite, supply. These include land itself, stocks offish in the sea, and the diversity

of species that potentially offers opportunities for research and development.

3.9 Even where there are no market transactions involved, people value aspects of the environment -

landscape, wildlife and habitats, and some of the built heritage for their own sake and wish, so far as

possible, to pass them on to later generations.

3.10 In the present age, these concerns have broadened beyond people's immediate environment to global

issues, such as protection of the stratospheric ozone layer and the world's climate. With issues such as these,

far more is at stake than health or aesthetic interests alone.

SOME SPECIFIC PRINCIPLES

3.11 Because the environment is shared, to a large extent its protection requires collective action. Decisions

about economic development ought to take account of the costs of potential pollution and waste and the value

of resources that are consumed and, conversely, of the value of any environmental improvements made.

Often, however, it is difficult to establish what the environmental costs and benefits are or to ensure that they

are taken into account. Where this is the case, the environment is in effect treated as a "free good", which can

be damaged with impunity and whose enhancement secures no economic return. A key objective of

environmental and sustainable development policy is to prevent this situation, by ensuring that

environmental costs and benefits are properly and fully taken into account in public an private sector

decisions. Partly to assist I this, a number of complementary or supporting principles have been developed in

recent years and are now widely applied in domestic and international environmental policy-making.

3.12 Primarily, the Government remains committed to basing action on fact, not fantasy, using the best

scientific information available; precipitate action on the basis of inadequate evidence is the wrong response.

However, when potential damage to the environment is both uncertain and significant, it is necessary to act

on the basis of the precautionary principle. This was described in the 1990 White Paper in the following
terms:

"Where there are significant risks of damage to the environment, the Government will be prepared to take

precautionary action to limit the use of potentially dangerous materials or the spread of potentially dangerous

pollutants, even where scientific knowledge is not conclusive, if the balance is likely costs and benefits

justifies it."

This interpretation of the principle is consistent with others in international usage, notably the Rio

Declaration which sets out the "precautionary approach" thus: "Where there are threats of serious or

irreversible damage, lack of full scientific certainty shall not be used as a reason for postponing cost-effective

measures to prevent environmental degradation." This wording is a useful reminder that the principle can be

applicable to all fonns of environmental damage that might arise; nor should it apply only to the actions of
government.
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3.13 Ecological criteria have a central role to play. This may mean considering the ability of a habitat or
ecosystem to sustain a population of particular species - sometimes described as the carrying capacity,

although different meanings are ascribed to thai concept. The terms is sometimes extended to refer to the
capacity of the environment to absorb pollution or waste. The ozone layer provides an important example: if
it were to deteriorate significantly, the earth could not sustain as many species and there would be a threat to
human life, as well as loss of many fauna and flora. A specific application in the context of pollution control
is the calculation of the critical load of a pollutant that an ecosystem can absorb.

3 14 The total of human wealth cannot be measured only by man-made capital but must allow also for
natural environmental capital and other aspects of the quality of life. That natural capital consists both of
renewable and non-renewable resources. The challenge of sustainable development is to find ways of
enhancing total wealth while using common natural resources prudently, so that renewable resources can be
conserved and non-renewables used at a rates which considers the needs of future generations. In this, it is
especially important to consider whether there is a risk of irreversible environmental effects and, if so, how

significantly they may be.

3.15 Judgements have to be made about the weight to be put o these factors in particular cases. Sometimes
environmental costs have to be accepted as the price of economic development, but on other occasions a site,
or an ecosystem, or some other aspect of the environment, has to be regarded as so valuable that it should be
protected from exploitation. Suchjudgements should make a proper allowance for the interests of future

generations and for the pressures that one society places upon the global environment.

3.16 Much environmental pollution and resource depletion occurs because the people responsible are not
those who bear the consequences. If the polluter, or ultimately the consumer, is made to pay, then the costs of
pollution, waste and the consumption of natural resources are brought into the calculations of the enterprise.

Environmental policy in this field is therefore guided by the "polluter pays" principle, which was adopted by
Organization for Economic (OECD) countries as long ago as 1972. This requires that, when production
processes threaten or cause damage to the environment, the cost of necessary environmental measures should
be borne by the producer, and not by society at large, giving incentives to reduce the pollution. To the extent

that those costs are passed on the consumer, it can be said that the user pays and this may in turn reduce

demand for the polluting activity.

TAKING THE RIGHT DECISIONS

3.17 Translating principles into practice is not easy, [n the first place it requires better information about
environmental impacts. Scientific understanding of the environment must constantly be taken forward,
especially in areas where the issues are of critical importance. Better health-related indicators are needed,
including grater understanding of the implications of different levels of exposure to pollutants. So, too, are

better indicators of the state of the natural environments, and other information that would assist in putting

appropriate values for environmental effects into assessments of new proposals.

3.18 Better information will enable environmental quality standards and targets for environmental

improvement to be established and refined with more confidence. Without this, potential dangers can be
underestimated or, conversely, scarce resources can be misused by imposing excessively high standards.
Environmental quality objectives or targets have long played an important part in guiding policies for
environmental improvement, whether for broad policy development and monitoring or for specific purposes,

such as regulation or the design of economic instruments. Increasingly, it may be necessary to develop more

specific environmental objectives or targets, for different sectors of the economy as appropriate.

3.19 In 1993, the Government announced support for the Medical Research Council's new Institute for

Enviromnent and Health which is aimed at improving understanding of relationships between environmental

factors and health. The Government is also improving the quality and coverage of environmental information

and indicators for monitoring purposes. A wide-ranging review of the state of the UK environment, drawing

on existing data sources was published in 1992, and work is now being undertaken to identify gaps in its

coverage and toe extend its scope for future reviews. The Government is participating in international work
on indicators. It will also continue to work on the underlying questions of environmental accounting (see

Chapter 34).
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3.20 The second requirement is for suitable mechanisms in the private sector to ensure that this

understanding and information is brought to bear on the decisions being taken, and brought fully into the

decision-making, not just as an afterthought. This should be done, wherever possible, by market mechanisms,

as a way of integrating environmental costs and benefits into firms' and individuals' behaviour.

3.21 The traditional way of reducing environmental damage has been to impose regulatory requirements, for

example, the control of emissions by the pollution control authorities, or of land development through the

planning system. But regulation may not always be the best way of achieving objectives, either from an

environmental or an economic point of view. Regulations impose hidden costs which can lead to inefficiency

and waste. The Government's general policy is to reduce and simplify regulations wherever appropriate. And

in environmental policy, the commitment is to make use of economic instruments seek to make

environmental costs explicit and to ensure that people take account of them in making decisions. They can

give a continuing incentive for innovation and the development of environmentally friendly techniques.

Some regulatory regimes are always likely to be needed in the environmental field - but the quest for

economic instruments as a real alternative will be actively pursued. A review of the scope for such

instruments was published in November 1993.

3.22 The third requirement is for sound techniques of analysis for public decisions and standard setting,

looking at environmental impacts alongside those of public expenditure, compliance costs for business, and

so on. Environmental appraisal is not new in the UK. For example, the Treasury's "green book" has long

advocated that non-market impacts, including environmental impacts, should be taken into account in

economic appraisal. More recently, the Government has issued a number of guidance documents on

environmental assessment on policy proposals in Government Departments, on major projects for

development control, and on local authority development plans.

3.23 In principle, it should be possible through cost benefit analysis to place values upon any of the impacts

made on the environment by economic development. In practice, it is not always possible to quantify the

value of improvements or losses to the environment. Moreover, it is not always obvious what the

environmental impact of a decision will be, even in physical terms.

3.24 Risk assessment can help when taking decisions or planning action under conditions of uncertainty. It

should begin with the best available science to identify the hazards, the potential consequences and what

might be done to mitigate the consequences under alternative options. It is, of course, essential that

uncertainties in the science be clearly identified and given proper weight in the assessment.

CONCLUSION

3.25 There will continue to be discussion and debate in the UK and internationally about the principles of

sustainable development, but in general terms these are now well established. Economic development is

important to any society but the benefits of any development must be sufficient to outweigh the costs,

including the environmental costs. There are key principles to be kept in mind when assessing those costs.

Attention must now focus on how these principles can and should be applied in different sectors of the

economy and by different people to promote development that enhances rather than detracts from the

environment.
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Sustainable Development Principles

Principles of sustainable development

a principle from Nalipnal.Associalion of Counties, NACo

Citation: National Association of Counties. Joint Center for Sustainable Development. "Principles of
Sustainable Development" 2p. Washington, D.C.: NACo. 1995.

NACO's SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT TASK FORCE

PRINCIPLES OF SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT

Approved February 10. 1995

Interdependence

To care for our communities, our decisions must not be short-sighted or negligent of our economic
development; the natural, cultural and historic resources that our people and economy rely upon; and the

ability to care for our people in an equitable way.

Collaboration

County government will collaborate with other local authorities, regional, federal and slate government,

industry, not-for-profit organizations and our citizens, to ensure healthy and sustainable community

development.

Stewardship

Country government is responsible for managing our resources through planned use in the present, to ensure

continued use in the future.

Diversity

Counties arc responsible for governing a diversified, balanced economy based on naturally and socially

diverse communities.

Prevention

Counties have the capacity to prevent community instability by considering (he broader implications of

community decision-making and by avoiding problems instead of reacting to them.

Equity

County governments must actively balance economic, social and ethnic needs lo create economically viable

and sustainable communities by grating all community members access to information, resources and

decision-making.

Effectiveness

County government is committed to effective use of its luiman and natural capital to develop economically so

that human, cultural, historical and natural resources arc used and managed efficiently and for the greater

good of the community.
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Education

County government is accountable to the community it serves and has a responsibility lo facilitate the flow of

information within its community, to learn from others and to promote awareness among its citizens.

Flexibility

Counties recognize that implementing sustainability means different things in different communities.

Counties arc committed to demonstrating the flexibility, through the use of outside tools or incentive

programs, necessary for each community to achieve locally defined sustainable development goals.

Responsibility

To obtain sustainable development, all community members are responsible for contributing to and

maintaining economic stability, social equity and a healthy environment in the present and for the future.
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Sustainable Development Principles

Principles and guidelines of sustainable development
a principle from Manitoba Round Table on Environment and Economy (MRTEE)

Citation: Manitoba Round Table on Environment & Economy. "Schedule 1: Principles and guidelines of
sustainable development." - p. 13. In A discussion paper for a sustainable development act. Winnipeg.

Manitoba Round Table for Environment & Economy, 1994.

MANITOBA ROUND TABLE ON ENVIRONMENT & ECONOMY.

SCHEDULE 1: PRINCIPLES AND GUIDELINES OF

SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT

DRAFT DOCUMENT

Principles

1. INTEGRATION OF ENVIRONMENTAL AND ECONOMIC DECISIONS: requires that we ensure

economic decisions adequately reflect environmental impacts including human health. Environmental

initiatives shall adequately take into account economic consequences.

2. STEWARDSHIP: requires that we manage the environment and economy for the benefits of present and

future generations.

Stewardship requires the recognition that we are caretakers of the environment and economy for the benefit
of present and future generations of Manitobans. A balance must be struck between today's decisions and

tomorrow's impacts.

3. SHARED RESPONSIBILITY: requires that all Manitobans acknowledge responsibility for sustaining the
environment and economy, with each being accountable for decisions and actions, in a spirit of partnership

and open cooperation,

4. PREVENTION: requires that we anticipate, prevent or mitigate significant adverse environmental
(including human health) and economic impacts of policy, programs and decisions.

5 CONSERVATION: requires that we maintain essential ecological processes, biological diversity and life-
support systems of our environment; harvest reusable resources on a sustained yield basis; and make wise and

efficient use of our renewable and non-renewable resources.

6. WASE MNIMTZATION: requires that we endeavour to reduce, reuse, recycle and recover the products of

our society.

7. ENHANCEMENT: requires that we enhance the long term productive capability, quality and capacity of

our natural ecosystems.

8. REHABILITATION AND RECLAMATION: requires that we endeavour to restore damaged or degraded

environments to beneficial uses.

Rehabilitation and reclamation require ameliorating damage caused in the past. Future policies, programs

and developments should take into consideration the need for rehabilitation and reclamation.
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9. SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNOLOGICAL INNOVATION: requires that we research, develop, test and

implement technologies essential further environmental quality including human health and economic
growth.

10. GLOBAL RESPONSIBILITY: requires that we think globally when we act locally.

Global responsibility requires that we recognize there are no boundaries to our environment, and that there is

ecological interdependence among provinces and nations. There is a need to work cooperatively within

Canada, and internationally to accelerate the merger of environment and economics in decision making and

to develop comprehensive and equitable solutions to problems.

Guidelines

1. EFFICIENT USE OF RESOURCES: we shall encourage and support development and application of

systems for proper resource pricing, demand management, and resource allocation together with incentives

and disincentives to encourage efficient use of resources and full environmental costing of decisions and

developments.

2. PUBLIC PARTICIPATION: we shall establish appropriate forums which encourage and provide

opportunity for consultation and meaningful participation in decision making processes by all Manitobans.

We shall endeavour to ensure due process, prior notification and appropriate and timely redress for those

affected by policies, programs, decisions and developments.

3. UNDERSTANDING AND RESPECT: we shall be aware that we share a common physical, social and

economic environment in Manitoba. Understanding and respect for differing social and economic views,

values and traditions and aspirations is necessary for equitable management of these common resources.

Consideration must be given to the aspirations, needs and views of various regions and groups in Manitoba.

4. ACCESS TO ADEQUATE INFORMATION: we shall encourage and support the improvement and

refinement of our environmental and economic information base and promotion of the opportunity for equal

and timely access to information by all Manitobans.

5. INTEGRATED DECISION-MAKING AND PLANNING: we shall encourage and support decision

making and planning processes that are open, cross-sectoral, incorporate time horizons relevant to long-term

implications and are efficient and timely.

6. SUBSTITUTION: we shall encourage and promote the development and use of substitutes for scarce

resources where they arc both environmentally sound and economically viable.
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Sustainable Development Principles

Sustainable development policy and principles

a principle from Mantioba Hydro

Citation: Manitoba Hydro. Manitoba Hydro sustainable development policy and principles. Winnipeg, MB:

Manitoba Hydro, 1994. 2 p.

MANITOBA HYDRO

SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT POLICY AND PRINCIPLES

CONTEXT

Manitoba Hydro recognizes that the economy and the environment are interrelated and mutually dependent.
Without a healthy environment, a productive economy cannot be sustained. As well, economic development

is required to pay for maintaining, restoring and rehabilitating the environment.

POLICY

Manitoba Hydro will apply the principles of sustainable development in all aspects of its operations in order
to achieve environmentally sound and sustainable economic development. Through its decisions and actions
to provide electrical services, the Corporation will endeavour to meet the needs of the present without

compromising the ability of future generations to meet their needs.

PRINCIPLES

The scope and general content of the Corporation's commitment to sustainable development is embodied in

the following thirteen (13) guiding principles. Each principle is clarified below by defining expected

corporate actions. Accordingly, Manitoba Hydro will:

Stewardship

Recognize its responsibility as a caretaker of the economy and the environment for the benefit of present and

future generations of Manitobans.

Meet the electricity needs of present and future Manitobans in a manner that ensures the long term integrity
and productivity of our economy, our environment, our natural resources and safeguards our human health.

Shared Responsibility

Ensure that Manitoba Hydro's employees, contractors, and agents are aware of the Corporation's sustainable

development policies and guiding principles and encourage them to act accordingly.

Encourage the Corporation's employees to share their knowledge about the concepts and practical

application of sustainable development with their colleagues and others.

Integration of Environmental and Economic Decisions

Treat technical, economic and environmental factors on the same basis in all corporate decisions, from inilial

planing to construction to operations to decommissioning and disposal. To the extent practical, include
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environmental costs in economic and financial analysis.

Economic Enhancement

Enhance the productive capability and quality of Manitoba's economy and the well-being of Manitobans by

providing reliable electrical services at competitive rates.

Efficient Use of Resources

Encourage the development and application of programs and pricing mechanisms for efficient and economic

use of electricity by our customers. As well, efficient and economic use of energy and material will be

encouraged throughout all our operations.

Prevention and Remedy

To the extent practical, anticipate and prevent adverse environmental and economic effects that may be

caused by Corporate policies, programs, projects and decisions rather than reacting to and remedying such

effects after they have occurred.

Purchase, where practical, environmentally sound products taking into account the lifecycle of the products.

Address adverse environmental effects of Corporate activities that cannot be prevented by:

firstly, endeavouring, wherever feasible, to restore the environment to pre-developinent conditions or

developing other beneficial uses through rehabilitation and reclamation.

Secondly, striving to replace the loss with substitutes that would enhance the environment and/or associated

resource uses while offsetting the type of damage experienced, and

thirdly, making monetary payments for compensate damages on a fair, equitable and timely basis.

Conservation

To the extent practical, plan, design, build, operate, maintain and decommission. Corporate facilities in a

manner that protects essential ecological processes and biological diversity.

Give preference, where practical, to projects and operating decisions that use renewable resources or that

extend the life of supplies of nonrcnewablc resources.

Waste Minimization

Manage all wastes arising from Corporate activities by:

firstly, endeavouring to eliminate or reduce the amount generated,

secondly, striving to fully utilize reuse and recycling opportunities, and

thirdly, disposing of remaining waste in an environmentally sound manner

Access to Adequate Information

Share relevant information on a timely basis with employees, interested people and governments to promote

a greater understanding of Manitoba Hydro's current and planned business activities and to identify impacts

associated with the Corporation's plans and operations.

Public Participation

Provide opportunities for input by potentially affected and interested parties when evaluating development

and program alternatives and before deciding on a final course of action.

Understanding and Respect
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Strive to understand and respect differing social and economic views, values, traditions and aspirations when

deciding upon or taking action.

Give preference to those alternatives which best fulfil Corporate objectives while minimizing infringement

on the ability, rights and interests of others to pursue their aspirations.

Scientific and Technological Innovation

Research, develop, test and implement technologies, practices and institutions that will make electrical

supply and services more efficient, economic and environmentally sound.

Global Responsibility

Recognize there are no political and jurisdiclional boundaries to our environment, and that there is ecological

interdependence among provinces and nations.

Consider environmental effects that occur outside of Manitoba when planning and deciding on new

development and major modifications to facilities and to methods of operation.
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Sustainable Development Principles

Ethic of sustainability
a principle from Stanley R Euston and William E. Gibson in Earth Ethics 6 (Summer 1995).

Citation: Euston, Stanley R. and William E. Gibson. "The ethic of sustainability." Earth Ethics 6, (Summer

1995): 5-7.

THE ETHIC OF SUSTAINABILITY

By: Stanley R. Euston and William E. Gibson

One-half century ago, the great eco-philosopher Aldo Leopold noted a fatal flaw in the conservation
movement: "It defines no right or wrong, assigns no obligations, calls for no sacrifice, implies no change in
the current philosophy of values." Instead, its most lofty value was enlightened self-interest.

Today, much of the same can be said about the dialogue surrounding "sustainable development." Its
watchwords - pursue enlightened self-interest within market mechanisms to achieve a sustainable future.
Surely this is not enough! America desperately needs a restorative public philosophy that suggests new

standards for what is constructive public discourse, what is responsible public action, and what is required of

leadership into the 21st century.

The emerging Public Philosophy of Sustainabilitv is a call to ethical responsibility. It focuses directly on the

values that are a precondition to a just and sustainable world. We do not confuse these values with mere
individual preferences. They arise naturally and continuously from the fact of our participation in community
and in nature. We each belong to a^ommuniaievery self is a social self; and every human community
depends on nature of sustenance. Nurtured by community and nature, we experience inescapable moral

claims; other humans and other creatures command our respect and demand to be valued.

All living things display the will to live. A universal morality proclaims a basic obligation of living in

community; our individual drives to live and prosper must be qualified by the claims of others to do the same.

We need and value others - both human and non-human - for our own well-being, but others have value and

dignity quite apart from their importance to us.

By virtue of being human, we live with a sense of our bonds to others. As this understanding deepens, it
affirms a solidarity with others. We sense the meaning and obligation ofjustice in relationships, justice as

fairness, enlarged by empathy and compassion.

These moral obligations, informed both by religious experience and scientific understanding of the
interrelatedness of life, are the ultimate grounding for the call to sustainability. We search for the meaning of

these obligations in an extraordinary time of peril and possibility.

Values for Sustainability

In seeking a public philosophy of sustainability, we clearly affirm sustainability itself as a moral value. We

interpret sustainability broadly to mean a condition in which natural systems and social systems survive and
thrive together indefinitely. Sustainability represents a distinctively contemporary imperative, stemming from
persistent, unfulfilled claims of solidarity and justice, a deepening understanding of the interrelatedness of
life, and the stark realities of the destruction of nature. Today it becomes a basic human responsibility to
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ensure that both natural and human systems are sustained in a condition of health - for the sake of earth and
people.

As a central value and guideline for action in both public and private spheres, sustainability's implications
and requirements include:

Concern for Future Generations

This means caring not only for our own progeny, but listening now to the wider claims of the future, both

human and non-human. It mandates a greater weighing of the future in all decision-making, and prudence

and care to assure that the health and destiny of future generations are not jeopardized.

Respect for Ecological Integrity

Sustainability requires a respect for nature - its evolution, life support systems, and living beings - in all its

intricacy, fecundity, diversity, beauty, and fragility. Respect follows when we humans not only recognize our

dependence on nature, but take delight in it, and recognize nature's intrinsic value.

Responsible Earth-keeping

This requires a stewardship in economic and social arrangements that consistently reflects respect and
concern for sustainability. It means work and play that harmonize with nature, because we have been sobered

and humbled by the devastating consequences of irresponsibly subjugating nature to human demands.

Rededication to Justice

In seeking the Public Philosophy of Sustainability, we affirm justice itself as a moral value inseparable from
sustainability. Justice in society expands concern for immediate family and nearest neighbors to concern for

the common good. It insists that all members of society be included in its "good" and that society's

institutions be structured accordingly. Faced with disparate or conflicting interests, a just society restrains
injustices while valuing diversity and minimizing coercion, and strives for mutual accommodation and
relative harmony.

In our time we see the harsh reality of massive poverty coexisting with unprecedented affluence. In the

context of the chasm between rich and poor, widened rather than narrowed by unsustainable development,
justice as a moral value and normative guideline implies and requires the following:

Full Participation - All are entitled to the opportunity for full participation in the life and decision-making of

the community and society. Full participation is particularly critical in determining economic arrangements.
None should be excluded from obtaining and enjoying the good things that become available from the careful
application of labor and technology to nature's provisions.

Sufficiency of Sustenance - Sustainability requires a new standard of enough for all without excess and
wastefulness. It demands that first the basic needs of all be met and additional goods shared with some

measure of equity. This standard questions wasteful, conspicuous, and disproportionate affluence and points

to mechanisms of sharing and redistribution. A just and sustainable society cannot tolerate the perpetuation
of human misery. Traditional economic growth, enriching primarily those with more than enough, has failed

to narrow the gap between rich and poor, and can no longer be trusted to overcome poverty. Sustainability
requires an infusion of new values into the workings of the political economy.

Respect for Community

By community we mean caring and mutually enriching relationships among persons who share and celebrate

ties of common interest and purpose, most often centered in a place. Community entails a balance between
individual initiative and loyalty to a larger group, and also between loyalty to that group and the larger

world. Good communities are essential to human fulfillment, yet they are eroded and demeaned by the

individualism and mobility of modern, market-based societies. Harmonious community, embracing place as
well as people, is a prime value in our vision of sustainability, and in turn is fostered by other sustainability
values.
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Rededication to Civic Democracy and Civic Dialogue

We affirm the value of a robust, participatory democracy as an intrinsic element of sustainability. The

governance of sustainability, including that of the state and other institutions, requires an infusion of

participation by many new stakeholders. Interests of the wider community, and proxies for the interests of

nature and of future generations must gain access to decision-making. This will entail significant shifts of

influence and power.

At the core of reawakened civic democracy is civic dialogue, the lively mix of analyses and ideas, indignation

and aspiration, criticism and creativity, directed toward forming, articulating, and enlarging a new national

consensus. This consensus will clarify the present crisis and lift up the values and principles that can shape a

common vision of sustainability and move us toward it.

The difficult task of criticism is essential to this civic dialogue. It must question dysfunctional institutions. It

must challenge deep-seated assumptions about earth-human relationships, economics, growth, consumerism,

progress, and the good life. Such criticism gains cogency as it faces facts, avoids the defensiveness that leads

to error, and remains open to unexpected insights. It becomes the necessary preliminary to discovering

answers not previously apparent and fashioning constructive strategies for change.
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The CERES Principles

Introduction

By adopting these Principles, we publicly affirm our belief thai corporations have a responsibility foi
the environment, and must conduct all aspects of their business as responsible stewards of the
environment by operating in a manner thai protects the Earth. We believe that corporations must not

compromise the ability of future generations to sustain themselves.

We will update our practices constantly in light of advances in technology and new understandings in

health and environmental science. In collaboration with CERES, we will promote a dynamic process

to ensure that the Principles are interpreted in a way that accomodates changing technologies and
environmental realities. We intend to make consistent, measurable progress in implementing these

Principles and to apply them to all aspects of our operations throughout the world.

* Protection of the Biosphere

We will reduce and make continual progress toward eliminating the release of any substance that may

cause environmental damage to the air, water, or the earth or its inhabitants. We will safeguard all
habitats affected by our operations and will protect open spaces and wilderness, while preserving

biodiversity.

* Sustainable Use of Natural Resources

We will make sustainable use of renewable natural resources, such as water, soils and forests. We will

conserve nonrenewable natural resources through efficient use and careful planning.

♦Reduction and Disposal of Wastes

We will reduce and where possible eliminate waste through source reduction and recycling. All waste

will be handled and disposed of through safe and responsible methods.

* Energy Conservation

We will conserve energy and improve the energy efficiency of our internal operations and of the goods

and services we sell. We will make every effort to use environmentally safe and sustainable energy

sources.

• Risk Reduction
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We will strive to minimize the environmental, health and safety risks to our employees and the

communities in which we operate through safe technologies, facilities and operating procedures, and

by being prepared for emergencies.

^ Safe Products and Services

We will reduce and where possible eliminate the use, manufacture or sale of products and services that

cause environmental damage or health or safety hazards. We will inform our customers of the

environmental impacts of our products or services and try to correct unsafe use,

* Environmental Restoration

We will promptly and responsibly correct conditions we have caused that endanger health, safety or

the environment. To the extent feasible, we will redress injuries we have caused to persons or damage

we have caused to the environment and will restore the environment.

ft Informing the Public

We will inform in a timely manner everyone who may be affected by conditions caused by our

company that might endanger health, safety or the environment. We will regularly seek advice and

counsel through dialogue with persons in communities near our facilities. We will not take any action

against employees for reporting dangerous incidents or conditions to management or to appropriate

authorities.

♦Management Commitment

We will implement these Principles and sustain a process that ensures that the Board of Directors and

Chief Executive Officer are fully informed about pertinent environmental issues and are fully

responsible for environmental policy. In selecting our Board of Directors, we will consider

demonstrated environmental commitment as a factor.

^Audits and Reports

We will conduct an annual self-evaluation of our progress in implementing these Principles. We will

support the timely creation of generally accepted environmental audit procedures. We will annually

complete the CERES Report, which will be made available to the public.

Disclaimer

These Principles establish an environmental ethic with criteria by which investors and others can

assess the environmental performance ofcompanies. Companies that endorse these Principles pledge

to go voluntarily beyond the requirements ofthe law. The terms may andmight in Principles one and

eight are not meant to encompass every imaginable consequence, no matter how remote. Rather,

these Principles obligate endorsers to behave as prudent persons who are not governed by conflicting

interests and who possess a strong commitment to environmental excellence and to human health and
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CERES Principles Endorsing

[Rack to CERES Home Page-

How to Contact Us
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Ten Principles ofthe New Environmentalism

A quiet revolution has been under way during the 1990s as environmental

sustainability has gradually become an important theme in policymaking around the

world.

ECENT years have witnessed a profound change in our understanding of the

links between economic development and the natural environment. The key propositions

of sustainable development laid out in the Brundtland Commission Report in 1987 and in

the Rio de Janeiro Earth Summit's Agenda 21 in 1992 were controversial at the time but

are now broadly accepted-even among mainstream economic policymakers. Among such

propositions are the following:

• there is a crucial and potentially positive link between economic development and

the environment;

• the costs of inappropriate economic policies on the environment are very high;

• addressing environmental problems requires that poverty be reduced;

• economic growth must be guided by prices which incorporate environmental

values; and

• since environmental problems pay no respect to borders, global and regional

collaboration is sometimes needed to complement national and regional actions.

Broad acceptance of these propositions, however, has not assured their effective

implementation. Most environmental problems continue to intensify, and in many

countries there are few grounds for optimism. Nonetheless, in a growing number of other

countries, awareness is leading to action, as policymakers begin to bring their money and

political capital into line with their rhetoric. About 100 countries have now prepared
national environmental strategies, and tangible changes in addressing environmental issues

are apparent in about half this number.

Sixty-two countries are currently receiving financial and technical support from the World

Bank for environmental policy reforms and associated investments. Active Bank loans for

these purposes currently total more than $11 billion. If co-financing and the countries'

own financing are added in, these investments total more than $25 billion. (See Chart 1

for trends in World Bank lending.)
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These investments cover a wide variety of environmental problems, ranging from

industrial pollution and coastal-zone management to protected-areas management and

biodiversity conservation (see box). Despite this variety, however, some important

common distinctions are becoming clear. A "new environmentalism" is emerging, as

policies are being adopted that differ from those traditionally implemented by industrial

nations. A recent review of the World Bank's environmental lending portfolio identified

ten principles undergirding this "new environmentalism." Although these principles may

seem straightforward and uncontroversial today, a decade ago they were not. And they

stand in sharp contrast to most environmental policymaking in member countries of the

Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD) over the past thirty

years.

Principle 1: Setpriorities carefully. The seriousness of environmental problems and the

scarcity of financial resources have required tough prioritization and the phasing of

remedial actions. The Eastern European Environmental Action Plan—prepared by the

World Bank, the European Union, and al! of the countries in the region—was a pioneering

and influential effort in this regard. Based upon technical analysis ofthe health,

productivity, and ecological impacts of environmental problems, the plan identifies the

problems that must be addressed immediately. This approach differed radically from that

ofprevious efforts to address Eastern Europe's problems, which, by failing to establish

priorities, favored a broad, shallow, and expensive approach to problems. Thailand was

another pioneer in the field; when a priority-setting exercise in 1992 identified lead

pollution as one ofthe country's most critical problems, a full-scale effort was mobilized

and leaded gasoline was phased out in just four years. Probably about 50 countries in the

developing world have undertaken serious priority-setting exercises so far. The best of

these combine the "sharp pencil" approach to carrying out analysis with participatory

prioritization at the community level.
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The World Bank's environmental portfolio

The World Bank is currently financing efforts by 62 countries to improve

environmental management. Projects are ofthree types: those designed to address
pollution and urban environmental problems, those addressing rural environmental
issues, and those seeking to build in-country institutional capacity for environmental

management.

World Bank's portfolio of active environmental projects

(as of July 1996)

Number World Bank Total Average

of Number of contribution project size of loan

Project focus projects countries (loan or credit) cost or credit
VM™™n™M^«v™~7™^v™*™vv™«™™» ^vmm™-. "■■'■■■■■■™

(million

dollars)

(billion dollars)

Pollution and the 58

urban

environment

Rural 69

environmental
2

management

Environmental 26

institutions'

Total 153

31

41

23

62

6.9

3.6

0.9

11.5

17.3

7.0

1.6

26.0

118

52

36

75

Source: World Bank, Environment Department.

! Typically includes capacity building, funds for on-lending to enterprises and

agencies, direct investment in pollution prevention and abatement, and support for

policy reform for improved environmental managment.

2 Addressing issues including biodiversity conservation, management of forests, and

conservation of land and water resources.

3 Aimed at strengthening national and local environmental management capacity.

In addition to these three categories of environmental projects, the Bank also

implements the Global Environment Facility (GEF) and the Montreal Protocol (MP).

Over the past year, $126 million was committed for 15 new GEF projects, bringing the
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total GEF portfolio to $506 million for 59 projects over the four focal areas:

Biodiversity, Climate Change, Ozone Depleting Substances (ODS) Phaseout, and

International Waters. The MP portfolio has also grown during the same period and

now totals $214 million approved for 461 subprojects.

Principle 2: Make every dollar count Most environmental policies, including the

successful ones, have been unnecessarily expensive. Developing countries cannot afford

the high-cost approaches traditionally used in industrial countries, and a new emphasis on

cost-effectiveness is therefore taking root. Countries like Chile, the Czech Republic, and

Mexico have led this effort. The new emphasis on cost-effectiveness is allowing much

more to be achieved with limited resources. It requires a multidisciplinary approach—one

that calls for environmental specialists and economists to work together to identify the

lowest-cost methods of addressing key environmental problems. Chart 2 illustrates how

this approach can help to reduce carbon emissions in Ukraine. It shows that the costs of

different options for reducing these emissions vary substantially. The net costs of

introducing gas metering and improving industrial efficiency are actually estimated to be

negative, because in each case the value of the resulting energy savings exceeds the costs,

while the costs of introducing coai-fired or gas-fired district heating are estimated to be

both positive and substantial. By identifying a country's least-cost options, the required

reduction in its emissions can often be achieved at moderate, or even negative, cost. The

effort to reduce Ukraine's carbon emissions is just one of many such efforts currently

under way.

Principle 3: Harness "win-win" opportunities. Some gains in the environment will

involve costs and trade-offs. Others can be achieved as by-products of policies designed

to improve efficiency and reduce poverty. Given the scarcity of resources that can be

devoted to solving environmental problems, the latter kind of policies should form the

first line of attack.

Reducing subsidies on the use of natural resources is the most obvious "win-win" policy.

There is some good news here: preliminary calculations suggest that energy subsidies in

developing countries and Eastern Europe have fallen by about half (from around $200

billion per year) since the early 1990s. A growing number of countries, led by Bangladesh

and Indonesia, have eliminated pesticide subsidies; and a surprising number of countries,

including China and India, have begun to reduce subsidies on irrigation water, which

accounts for more than 80 percent of all water use.

Clarifying and reallocating property rights is often another "win-win" policy. Countries

such as Azerbaijan, Colombia, the Philippines, and South Africa are now embarked upon

market-based and negotiated land reform, which, in turn, is expected to have beneficial
impacts on the environment.

Principle 4: Use market instruments wherefeasible Market-based incentives to reduce

environmental damage are best in principle and often in practice as well. They stand in

sharp contrast to the traditional command-and-control and technology-driven regulations

that have been the norm until recently. A number of developing countries are

experimenting with innovative approaches involving emissions and effluent charges,

market-based extraction charges, and tradable permits. For example, Chile and Peru have

recently introduced new fishing laws involving tradable harvesting permits; China is
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enforcing new charges on sulfur dioxide emissions; Thailand is experimenting with

performance bonds for hazardous waste; and Malaysia has recently strengthened its

system of effluent charges.

Principle 5: Economize on

administrative and regulatory

capacity. In developing countries,

administration and enforcement

capacity is often as scarce as money.

Many countries are recognizing that

they cannot adopt the highly

"enforcement-intensive" approaches

of industrial countries and

consequently are experimenting with

more self-enforcing policies (such as

deposit-refiind schemes and

performance bonds) and blunter

instruments (such as fuel taxes or

import bans on certain types of

pesticide) with fewer points of

intervention and are recognizing that

nongovernmental and community groups can help foster compliance. Informed public

opinion can also play a powerful role in exposing and holding accountable private firms

and government agencies that abuse the environment. Recognizing this, in 1996,

Indonesia, with support from the World Bank, introduced a five-star system for rating the

environmental performance of industrial enterprises. Such public disclosure and public

education campaigns can often have a much more powerful impact than more traditional

regulatory approaches.

Principle 6: Work with the private sector, not against it Recognizing their limited

regulatory capacity and the need for accelerated private investment, many governments

are switching from a control-dominated attitude toward the private sector to one that

involves dialogue and negotiated, monitorable programs. In some countries, governments

are working with private sector environmental leaders to encourage environmental

improvements throughout the value chain (including supplying industries). Self-

enforcement and independent certification schemes (such as ISO 14000, a system for

certifying that companies have sound environmental management systems in place) are

also playing a much larger role. Innovative ways are being found to catalyze private

financial flows in the service ofthe environment. This year, for example, the World Bank

Group's International Finance Corporation (IFC) launched a Biodiversity Venture Capital

Fund and is planning to launch similar funds to promote the use of renewable energy.

Private finance is also being channeled into environment-improving activities, such as

waste-treatment facilities and energy-efficiency improvement. The World Bank Group is

helping to encourage this trend by providing partial risk guarantees and other instruments.

Principle 7: Involve citizens thoroughly. When a country's environmental problems are

addressed, the chances of success are greatly enhanced if local citizens are involved. This

has been well known for years for rural programs and is now becoming equally evident in

efforts to manage pollution and waste in urban areas.
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Such involvement is needed for four reasons. First, local citizens are often better able

than government officials to identify the priorities for action. Second, members of local

communities often know about cost-effective solutions that are not available to

governments. Third, the motivation and commitment of communities are often what sees

an environmental project through to completion. This is especially true, for example, for

soil conservation and afforestation projects. Whether one looks at the soil clubs of

northeast Brazil in the 1980s or the Sahelian community-based land management

programs ofthe 1990s, the message is clear: participation works! Programs are much

more successful if they are developed with the beneficiaries rather thanfor them.

Thefourth reason for citizen involvement is that it can help build constituencies for

change. Most environmental reforms will be opposed by those who have benefited from

the right to pollute and degrade without penalty. Following through on environmental

reform therefore requires a public constituency for change to act as a counterweight. This

is why a growing number of concerned governments are investing in public awareness

campaigns and fostering a vibrant nongovernmental environmental movement.

Principle 8: Invest in partnerships that work. Smart governments are realizing that they

are often most effective in dealing with environmental issues when they work in

partnerships. Most countries now involve nongovernmental specialists in their priority-

setting exercises, and tripartite relationships—including the government, the private

sector, and community organizations—are increasingly common. The value of such

partnerships stems from not only the different perspectives and skills that are brought to

the table but also the necessity of carrying out concerted actions to address some

environmental issues.

Forest management is a good example. Moving from current unsustainable practices to

those which incorporate new knowledge about sustainable harvesting and processing

often requires concerted action by private, community, and governmental actors. This

past year, the World Bank helped establish a Forest Management Transformation

Initiative that will bring together leading private enterprises, nongovernmental and

community specialists, and international financial institutions to help remove constraints

to adopting sustainable practices throughout the forest-product value chain.

Effective partnerships are also becoming more common at the transnational level. Since

the Earth Summit in 1992, for example, regional seas programs have made important

progress in the Baltic, Mediterranean, Black, and Aral Seas and in Lake Victoria. The

sharing of international rivers is also being addressed, albeit slowly. One encouraging

recent example: the 12 countries ofthe Southern African Development Community

(SADC) recently signed a protocol for managing the 18 international rivers in the region.

Principle 9: Remember that management is more important than technology. The old-

fashioned, technology-driven approach to the environment is giving way to a recognition

ofthe crucial role of good management. Improved management practices are always a

complement to, and sometimes a substitute for, investment in equipment.

Good managers can achieve large improvements in the environment at little cost.

Examples abound. In Eastern Europe, lead smelters have shown a 60-80 percent
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reduction in air pollution and lead dust as a result of improved housekeeping and modest
investments. In Latin America, improved efficiency stemming from the privatization of
mining activities has sharply improved the management of tailings and wastewater. And in
Egypt, recent technical assistance provided to improve the management of steel plants has
transformed their environmental performance from among the worst to among the best in

the developing world.

Conversely, bad managers can wipe out the benefits of new technologies. Thousands of

heavily polluting industrial plants around the world have purchased equipment

incorporating expensive environmental technologies that is currently either unused or
poorly maintained. The new environmentalism, therefore, gives strong emphasis to good
housekeeping and managerial improvements and to the reform of public enterprises.

[Principle 10: Incorporate the environmentfrom the

start When it comes to protecting the environment,

prevention is much cheaper-and more effective-than

I cure. Most countries now seek to assess and mitigate
potential damage from new infrastructural investment.

ut it is now becoming clear that such activities may be

rrie(j out t00 iate in the cycle to have optimum impact.

A small but growing number of efforts are now being made to move "upstream" to factor

environmental concerns into the formulation of countries' sectoral strategies. Countries

such as Nepal and Vietnam are currently seeking to take environmental costs and benefits

into account when designing their country-wide, least-cost energy strategies. Such

sectoral environmental assessments are expected to become standard practice in the

coming few years.

Methodologies for carrying out such sectoral environmental assessments are still

evolving, and a good deal ofresearch is currently under way. The World Bank, for

example, recently launched an important learning exercise entitled "global overlays11 in

which issues of biodiversity and climate change will be factored into sectoral policies in

agriculture, energy, transportation, and infrastructure.

Moving upstream in environmental policy is also occurring in the design of

macroeconomic, trade, and fiscal policies. Countries such as Cote d'lvoire, the Czech

Republic, Mexico, Peru, and Poland have explored how their economic reforms may

affect the environment and are seeking to put in place complementary environmental

policies. A recent World Bank review analyzes the experience of 12 such countries. This

year also saw the dispatching of the first joint IMF-World Bank mission (to the

Philippines) assigned to explore the relationships between fiscal and trade policies and the

environment.

The unfinished agenda

The ten principles outlined above are helping to guide a new generation of environmental

policymaking around the world. The new environmentalism-characterized by greater

rigor in factoring environmental costs and benefits into policymaking-puts local people at

the center of environmental strategies, diagnoses and addresses behavioral causes of

environmental damage, and recognizes the political dimensions of environmental reform.
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This revolution in environmental management is not complete. Rather, it is just beginning.

In most countries, environmental conditions are continuing to deteriorate, in many

instances in an irreversible manner. Pursuing the new environ-mentalism is therefore a

very urgent challenge—one that economists, as well as ecologists and technical specialists,

need to be fully engaged in meeting. $^

Andrew Steer,

a UK national, is Director ofthe Environment Department, World Bank.

For more details on the WorldBank's work on the environment, see the October 1996

issue ofEnvironment Matters, which can be obtained by writing to the Environment

Department, World Bank, Washington, DC 20433, USA.
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Goat: City of Portland will promote a sustainable future that meets today's needs without

compromising the ability of future generations to meet their needs, and accepts its

responsibility to:

• Support a stable, diverse and equitable economy

• Protect the quality of the air, water, land and other natural resources

• Conserve native vegetation, fish, wildlife habitat and other ecosystems

• Minimize human impacts on local and worldwide ecosystems

City elected officials and staff will:

1. Encourage and develop connections between environmental quality and economic vitality.

Promote development that reduces adverse effects on ecology and the natural resource capital base

and supports employment opportunities for our citizens.

2. Include cumulative and long term impacts in decision making and work to protect the natural

beauty and diversity of Portland for future generations.

3. Ensure commitment to equity so environmental impacts and the costs of protecting the

environment do not unfairly burden any one geographic or socioeconomic sector of the City.

4. Ensure environmental quality and understand environmental linkages when decisions are made
and regarding growth management, land use, transportation, energy, water, affordable housing, indoor

and outdoor air quality and economic development.

5. Use resources efficiently and reduce demand for natural resources, like energy, land, and water,

rather than expanding supply.

6. Prevent additional pollution through planned, proactive measures rather than only corrective

action. Enlist the community to focus on solutions rather than symptoms.

7. Act locally to reduce adverse global impacts of rapid growth population and consumption, such

as ozone depletion and global warming, and support and implement innovative programs that maintain

and promote Portland's leadership as a sustainable city.
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8. Purchase products based on long term environmental and operating costs and find ways to

include environmental and social costs in short term prices. Purchase products that are durable,

reusable, made of recycled materials, and non-toxic.

9. Educate citizens and businesses about Portland's Sustainable City Principles and take advantage

of community resources. Facilitate citizen participation in City policy decisions and encourage

everyone to take responsibility for their actions that otherwise adversely impact the environment.

10. Report annually on the health and quality of Portland's environment and economy.

Portland's Work for Sustainabihty

Energy Office Home Page

< City of Portland Energy Office <> 1211 SW Fifth Ave, Suite 1170 <> Portland, OR 97204 >

< (503) 823-7222 >< Fax 823-5370 >

Updated March 18, 1997
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